Sermon-based small groups connect the week to the weekend!
Dig deeper into the talk each week, while getting connected, cared for and
known. Challenge yourself to see how the message actually makes sense and
applies to your everyday life and do it with people just like you to support you
on your journey.

Message Info: Finish Strong, 2/17/2021- The hard part is finishing strong. If you are
struggling to get started, are stuck or failed somewhere along the way it should be
encouraging to know that it’s not how you start it is how you finish that matters. Paul
is teaching Timothy how to finish strong as he lives out an example for us all while he
nears the end of his life. 7 ways to finish strong! (Passages: 2 Timothy 4:5-10, James
1:12)

Discussion Questions: Take your time and dig into these questions.
Have you ever started a project strong but didn’t finish it strong? What happened? (The
funnier the better.)
Why do you think people can start strong but end poorly when it comes to life? What
kind of things trip people up?
How can focusing on finishing strong help prepare or guard your steps today?
Read 2 Timothy 4:5-10. What sticks out to you from this passage? Why did that stick
out to you?
How you finish is the legacy you will leave and finishing strong for the Kingdom leaves a
legacy that will last. What kind of legacy to you want to leave?
Which one of the 7 Practical Ways To Finish Strong is one you would like to focus on a
little more: Its on you, keep your head, endurance (James 1:12), do work and don’t quit
(Gal 6:9), the good fight isn’t every fight, you’re not finished, keep the faith (Heb11:1)?
What are some things you can do to work on that area this week?

Group Challenge: Write down a personal prayer requests from each group
member. Commit to praying for each other every day until the next group time.

